or more images. This search for homologs of image features in sequences of images is known as the correspondence To extract three dimensional data from a pair of images, it is essential to solve the correspondence problem. In the litera-problem. Unlike the more general case of a single moving ture, a large number of algorithms have been implemented camera capturing sequences of images, the viewpoints in which differ in the token type, match constraints, and search stereoscopic implementations are not arbitrary. A stereo methods employed. Recently, hierarchical matching schemes head geometry often determines accurately the geometric have utilized multiple token types of increasing complexity. transformation between the two cameras. However, while In previous reviews of stereopsis, no general framework has such useful information greatly facilitates the solution of emerged within which to evaluate all the different contribustereo correspondence, much of this work is highly applications. This paper breaks down the correspondence problem into ble to the more general case of establishing correspondence its general components: token type, match constraints, and in a sequence of images captured from an arbitrarily movmethod employed to encode and search match information. In ing camera.
INTRODUCTION
in the literature, the following framework has been used to structure this paper. Contributions are discussed in Stereo correspondence has been the subject of renewed terms of their token type, sources of constraint, and method attention due to the recent proliferation of highly agile of optimization. Sources of constraint fall broadly into two stereo heads with a large number of degrees of freedom.
categories: unary constraints such as geometry and similarWithin the current paradigm of active vision concentrating ity which contain information specific to each match, and on temporal integration of salient image information, stebinary constraints which measure the compatibility of pairs reopsis between high level features may provide a fast and of matches. The potential match set is the outer product reliable means of extracting three dimensional (3D) data of the sets of image tokens from each camera, which for from a scene.
even relatively complex tokens can be large and computaAlong with other visual processes, object recognition tionally demanding. In general, this set may be pruned by is greatly facilitated by the availability of image features invoking the unary constraint. The second type of conattributed by 3D information. Such depth data may be straint is often used to provide match support in the ineviextracted from the differences in image structure of a scene table situations where there are conflicting match interpreviewed from different viewpoints. The depth of world tations. events may be computed provided their image projections Finally, as it is now common and practical to extract a are robustly segmented and successfully identified in two range of different token types from an image, the role of hierarchy will be discussed. Complex tokens, which are usually fewer in number as well as rich in attribute informa-tion, can be quickly and accurately matched. Often these ployed in recent years have been line segments, which are both less numerous than edge points and ideal for contokens are constructed from simpler, more common tokens or can be related to these. For example, quadrilaterals are structing relatively rich attribute information such as length, width, adjacent greylevels, and contrast [33, 56, 66] . constructed from line segments, and ribbons are related to their bounding contours. Hierarchy involves allowing However, other more complex types of tokens have also been investigated: contours [28, 39, 82] , regions [16, 27 , match information from the higher level matches to guide the low level matching processes. 84] , ribbons [19, 59] , and even color tokens [12] . In general, complex image features have two major adIt should be noted that this paper is not attempting to review every method, although the references are exten-vantages as matching tokens. First, they are usually fewer in number resulting in much faster correspondence algosive, but rather to outline the more common and/or more effective approaches. Following the framework given rithms. Second, a rich set of descriptive attributes may be extracted which can both reduce the number of match above, the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 a brief review is given of the types of token employed in candidates (increasing speeds), and significantly increase the matching accuracy. Reduction in positional accuracy stereoscopic algorithms. This review is brief as the matching process crucially depends on the specific unary con-is one potential disadvantage of some extensive features such as greylevel regions. Such positional ambiguity can straint information derived from each type of token. The impact of particular token types is taken up in Section 3 seriously degrade the depth estimates computed for each match. in which unary match constraints are reviewed. The section is divided into subsections on geometric and similarity conMany types of complex tokens may be constructed from simple image features, e.g., quadrilaterals from line segstraints, as well as discussing how unary match information may be combined. Section 4 reviews the reported compati-ments [38] . These hierarchical relationships may be exploited to propagate the more accurate matching results bility constraints, how they may be combined and propagated, and the particular world knowledge from which they obtained with complex features to the correspondence of their constituent image features. We term this source of derive. The process of locating matches is discussed in Section 5. Casting the matching process as a optimization information hierarchical constraint. Hierarchical matching schemes which employ this type of information are investiproblem has been an attractive approach in many of the review methods. However, explicitly or not, most algo-gated in detail in Section 6.
Lim and Binford [46] describe an image hierarchy of rithms can be analyzed and compared within the optimization framework. Finally, Section 6, which includes results tokens related by part of hierarchical relations: bodies, surfaces, junctions, curves, and edges. Matches between from an actual implementation, discusses the potential benefits of a hierarchical approach to the correspon-body tokens are likely to produce more correct matches by the comparison of their attributes and also provide dence problem.
considerable constraint on the possible matches of their constituent surfaces. In turn, matches between surfaces
TOKENS AND MATCHES
provide constraint on lower level features. This is likely to reduce the search space quite considerably. However, While the human system appears to perform stereopsis on orientated edge points, the literature reports systems the extraction of such high level features will significantly increase the segmentation times. Moreover, the features which attempt to establish stereo correspondence using a large variety of image tokens such as edges, points of inter-at the higher levels of Lim and Binford's hierarchy are unlikely to be segmented robustly from real scenes. est, line segments, contours, regions, and even color. This work does not concern itself primarily with describing the Quan and Mohr [68] and Mohan and Nevatia [58] both describe methods applied to realizable hierarchical fealarge body of work employing edge points or points of interest which makes up the bulk of early stereoscopic work tures such as perceptual groups of line segments, while Sander et al. [71] applied the approach to hierarchies of [6, 8, 14, 30, 40, 49, 50, 53, 63-65, 67, 78, 79] . However elements of all of these references will be used to illustrate image grey-level regions. Xie and Thonnat [82] describes a cooperative algorithm where the matching of contour generic aspects of correspondence processes.
Low level features such as edges exhibit two main disad-chains is used to constrain the matching of contour points. This limited and closely related hierarchy appears to pervantages as matching tokens. First, the hundreds of edge points extracted demand very large computational re-form well. In Chung and Nevatia [19] a much more sophisticated hierarchy is described based on contours and comsources which precludes the use of exhaustive search strategies. The second problem (which compounds the first) is plex ribbon structures. An image region, edge, and line segment based scheme has been implemented by Marathe paucity of token attribute information which results in a very large number of ambiguous candidate matches all pane and Trivedi [52] : the multi-primitive hierarchy. The complementary aspects of region and edge based primiof which must be explored.
The most common higher level matching tokens em-tives appear to provide considerable match constraint.
Before discussing the different sources of constraint search for a corresponding image point to be reduced from the entire 2D image space to a locus across the image [4] . available in correspondence applications, some terms are introduced and defined which will be used throughout this The position of this locus can be computed from the stereo geometry and the position of the image point. The epipolar work. Let refer to a feature extracted from an image and ⌽ to the set of all features from that image where has also been adapted for other types of tokens: line segments using the epipolar window [56] and quadrilaterals ʦ ⌽ . Let ⌽Ј refer to the set of features in a second image. This may be the second of a stereo pair or the next formed from line segments [38, 59] .
In addition to this geometric constraint, it is common frame in a motion sequence. The position of a token in an image is given by the vector u. For orientated edge to employ restrictions on the view volume of the stereo arrangement to further constrain the position of potential points this vector will store the pixel position and orientation, while for more complex features such as line segments match tokens. When used in conjunction with the epipolar constraint, the length of the epipolar locus becomes siga number of different representations are available [21] . The attributes (e.g., line length, greylevel, curvature, etc.) nificantly smaller than its unconstrained length which was fixed by the image plane width. of a token are stored in an attribute vector a ϭ (a 1 , a 2 , . . .).
The use of a third camera allows the development of geometric constraints of greater efficacy. The overhead of Normally a match Ͳ is constructed from two features, one from each image, i.e., Ͳ ϭ ͕, Ј͖. (However, the work processing an additional third image allows an additional epipolar line to be employed to reduce the search space of Sethi and Jain [73] is best understood within our framework as an example of matches constructed from features to a series of image points which often results in a series of unique correspondences [5] . Geometric trinocular conover m ϩ 1 consecutive frames from a motion sequence, i.e.,
, . . . , t ͖.) The tokens which consti-straints have been generated for line segment tokens [83] . The review of [23] provides a useful discussion on the tute the ith match Ͳ i are i and i Ј. Note also that the subscript i in the attribute and position vectors a i u i and advantages and disadvantages of such trinocular systems. a i Ј, u i Ј of the tokens i and i Ј, respectively, also refers to the ith match Ͳ i .
Disparity Gradient Limit The size of the set of candidate matches M Ͳ (where For orientated features such as line segments or orien-Ͳ ʦ M Ͳ ) is, in the worst case, the outer product of ⌽ and tated edge points, the most common geometric constraint ⌽Ј . In practice, the size of this set is pruned to the most has been the disparity gradient limit (DGL). The image likely match candidates (see Section 5) using unary con-disparity of matched points is the difference in their respecstraints such as those described next in this section.
tive pixel positions. For any pair of matches, the disparity gradient is defined as the ratio of the difference in disparity 3. UNARY MATCH CONSTRAINT of the two matches to the average separation of the tokens in each image [14] . Originally, a limit on the disparity Match information derived from assumptions about the gradient between neighboring matches was employed as real world are available in one of three forms: unary, bia binary continuity constraint [65, 67] . However [49, 65] nary, and N-ary constraints. A unary constraint allows reformulated the DGL as a unary geometric constraint on some real world assumption to impinge on the likelihood orientated features. Under the assumption of zero of individual matches. For example, for distant objects, vergence, the angular polar coordinates l and r of two matched tokens will probably exhibit similar attributes.
lines in each image are related by Higher order N-ary constraints are also possible where world knowledge is used to determine which set of candidate matches are mutually compatible. While mechanisms
(1) for including higher order compatibilities are available [35] , higher order information dramatically increases the While there is considerable evidence that the human visual computing time. In practice, such constraints are restricted system applies a disparity gradient limit to the orientated to forms of binary match compatibility. In this section, edge points detected on the retina [14, 67] , there appears two common forms of unary information are reviewed: to be uncertainty as to which real world invariance the geometrical and similarity constraints.
DGL is invoking. It has been shown that a DGL limit of less than 2 requires that the matches preserve the topology Epipolar Geometrical Constraint between the two images: they do not belong to a surface which is obscured in one of viewpoints [79] . What is not The known geometry of a stereoscopic system can be used to provide considerable constraint on the size of the clear is whether the measured human visual system value for the DGL (close to unity) has any additional special potential match set. The best known geometrical constraint is the epipolar which applies to image points which result physical meaning. However, a simplified model of the constraint suggests that the DGL disallows the matching of from 3D point events [3, 43] . The constraint allows the 3D vectors whose orientation lies close to either line of major source of unary match information. Simple comparison tests can be applied on their own to token attributes sight [14] . This new unary constraint may be applied to line segments [36, 81] or to the symmetry axes of a parallel-to select the most likely matches [51, 54] . However, in general, only by using complex tokens with rich sets of ogram token [38] .
attributes is this strategy likely to reject unlikely matches [51] and correctly identify correct matches. In the case of Disparity Analysis edge points, for example, a large number of candidate In most methods, simpler orientation limits are treated matches can satisfy the various attribute comparison tests as line attributes [33, 59] . However, orientation may be as only intensity gradient and direction attribute values considered as the angular component of the polar coordi-are available, all of which are usually correlated locally. nate positions of a linear feature. Moreover, geometric Thus constraint derived from feature attributes should be constraints may be developed for this type of position augmented with geometric constraint. representation in a similar manner in which the epipolar Match support or inhibition may be derived by comparis used to constrain spatial point positions. A line may be ing each pair of appropriate attributes. One common represented by the vector (, , Ͱ 1 , Ͱ 2 ) where the polar method of applying such information is to subject each coordinates and are the orientation and normal distance match Ͳ to a series of filters, designed to prune out unlikely of the line from the origin, and Ͱ 1 , Ͱ 2 define the endpoint matches [27, 56, 81, 84] . In practice, by assuming that the positions of the feature on the virtual line measured from viewpoints are not too dissimilar, most algorithms expect the point on the line closest to the origin. corresponding tokens to have identical attribute values. Arnold and Binford published some orientation dispar-For each attribute, a probability density function p(͉a k Ϫ ity limits derived from probability density analysis [2] . By aЈ k ͉) can be empirically derived and parameterized by attriassuming that all 3D line orientations are equally likely, bute disparities [26] . Given a and aЈ, attribute vectors for they derived probability distributions for the resultant ori-the left and right image, respectively, a similarity measure entation differences of the 2D image line projections. Not is often defined as the weighted combination (usually an surprisingly, for stereo systems with parallel optical axes, average) of attribute (dis)similarities [33, 47, 54] as they reported that similar line orientations were the most likely outcome. What was surprising was the likely degree
of similarity. At dimensions similar to the human visual system, the half-maximum probability occurred at orientawhere f is a vector function normalizing each disparity tion disparities of approximately 3Њ-9Њ. As with the disparcomponent relative to some explicit or implicit disparity ity gradient limit, the distribution of the orientation disparvariance. The weights vector Ͷ defines the relative influity probabilities varies with the actual orientation of the ence of each attribute on the similarity score. Provided two image lines. For horizontally mounted cameras, nearthat the values taken by token attributes are independent, horizontal lines have a very narrow disparity distribution an explicit relative match probability value [11] based on while vertical lines have a greater disparity distribution.
attribute values may be computed as This behavior is very similar to that of the disparity gradient limit.
The probability density analysis of Arnold and Binford [2] has been extended to both the angular and radial polar coordinates which define the position of a line [37] . The polar coordinate position of a line in one image may be where given M attributes, p(aЈ k ͉a k ) is a conditional probaused, in conjunction with the inter-camera geometry, to bility relating the kth attribute value of a token in the generate a complex PDF of potential match positions in second image to the attribute value of the first. For incluthe polar coordinate space of the second image. By assum-sion in their recursive graph search matching algorithm, ing an effective view volume, these polar coordinate PDFs Boyer and Kak [11] defined a minimum distance term by may be approximated by simple 2D Gaussian probability taking the logarithm of the relative probability to produce density functions. Thus both the angular and radial polar an equation essentially of a similar form to Eq. (2): a coordinates of a candidate line match may be constrained. summation of contributions from each attribute. The val-A similar probability density analysis was applied to dispar-ues of their conditional probabilities are determined from ity values [77] .
training data. Moreover, by measuring the information content (or entropy) of token attributes from this training Similarity Constraint data, they were able to determine the relative influence of each attribute. By approximating the conditional probabiliTypically, matches which satisfy the geometric constraints are subjected to further validation using similarity ties by polynomials, an alternative procedure based on least squares estimation has been used to determine these measures based on the token attributes. This is the second polynomials and the relative influence of each attribute on separation distance. In this case, the topology of the image and the relative positions of the image features remains the final match probability [37] . preserved in both images. We may illustrate this in the figure by blocking the major planar regions in the image 4. COMPATIBILITY CONSTRAINT (using shading), and we show (by use of large bold arrows) the structural relationships between these regions. In both The previous section explored unary constraints applied to single matches. Binary constraints express the fact that the left and right image, the structure is almost identical.
In comparison, an example of a view volume positioned a pair of matches are mutually compatible, and are usually derived from world knowledge such as uniqueness, continu-close to the cameras is shown for the ''Scope'' images in Fig. 2 . Again some large planar regions are blocked and ity, topology, and hierarchy (the last of which will be extensively reviewed in Section 6). Binary types of compatibility the spatial relationships between them are illustrated by bold arrows. Clearly, in this case, there is considerable will be reviewed here, although methods of incorporating N-ary relations are available [24, 35, 44] . distortion of the image structure between the two views. While most stereo algorithms perform well on images conThe continuity constraint rests on the observation that points adjacent in 3D space remain adjacent in each image taining distant objects, few will cope in near view volume situations. projection. In practice, this may be formulated in a number of different ways. For example, neighboring edge point
It is important to note that while most binary constraints are implemented in a heuristic manner within various methmatches should have ''similar'' disparities, satisfy the disparity gradient limit, or lie on the same edge contour in both ods of optimization, they may all be expressed as binary compatibility measures C(Ͳ i , Ͳ j ) of the form images ( figural continuity). Neighboring line segments are also compatible if they have similar disparity values [55, 67] . Alternatively, two matches whose constituent 2D line C(Ͳ i , Ͳ j ) ϭ segments are endpoint-connected in both images are necessarily connected in the 3D world and therefore compatible [33] . A similar connected constraint is employed for match-
else if compatibility -test succeeds,
ing quadrilaterals [36] .
A range of topological constraints have been implemented in various stereo systems. Topological constraints attempt to use the fact that the 3D structure viewed in both where C measures the degree of mutual compatibility beimages is identical and that this constrains the projection of tween pairs of matches in ⌫. The terms Ͷ undetermined , Ͷ compatithis structure in different viewpoints. For example, in two ble , and Ͷ incompatible need not be constants but may be resimilar viewpoints of a distant scene the order in which placed with functions which measure the actual degree of 3D events are projected along equivalent raster lines must (in)compatibility. For most forms of match compatibility be preserved. Thus, pairs of matches which violate this measures, constraint information is only available if certain ordering constraint are incompatible. Other examples in-neighborhood conditions are met. For example, the neighclude parallelism in which nearby 3D lines which are paral-borhood condition of the 2D connectivity constraint is that lel in space project to nearly 2D parallel lines in each features belonging to matches Ͳ i ϭ ͕ i , Ј i ͖ and Ͳ j ϭ camera. Thus matches between neighboring 2D line seg-͕ j , Ј j ͖ must be connected in at least one image, otherwise ments whose features are parallel in one image and not in no information can be derived. Thus if C is the set of the second are incompatible [37] . Relative position con-features connected to the feature , then the neighborhood straints are reported in most methods. These topological condition is
constraints assume that the relative positions of tokens A one-to-one mapping (or uniqueness) term is included remain similar between images. This is less true of features in most matching algorithms. For a number of image token widely separated in 3D and where occlusions often result types such as line segments, this constraint may be violated in local violations of this constraint. For these reasons, if segmentation errors have resulted in an image token despite the considerable effectiveness of this constraint on being fragmented. In such cases, this legal violation may the majority of matches, these important violations necessi-be detected using collinearity relations in the neighborhood tate weak implementations of the constraint such as the conditions. Such a constraint is easily implemented by comLeft -of and Right -of relations applied to line segments used paring the tokens belonging to each match by [33] .
One of the most important factors affecting topological constraints relying on relative 2D positions is the position
of the view volume. For the ''Office'' scene example shown in Fig. 1 , the view volume is positioned at a distance from the cameras which is significantly larger than the camera (5)
where L is the set of features collinear with the feature values from each compatibility constraint are combined using a product rule in exactly the same manner in which . In methods where recursive graph search techniques are used to locate match solutions, testing for Ͷ incompatible ϭ they combined similarity data (see Eq. (3)). As before, by negating the logarithm of this equation, they developed a Ϫȍ uniqueness terms is useful as it allows the current search branch to be terminated immediately, since no mat-relational inconsistency measure which measured a combined compatibility cost essentially as a sum of compatibilter how many correct matches the branch contains, the functional will still be Ϫȍ.
ity constraint components. These conditional probabilities were derived from training data.
Combining Compatibility Constraints
Propagating Compatibility Information The combined compatibility score for any pair of matches is most commonly computed from either a Many of the implemented binary constraints are local in character, e.g., connectivity, similar-depth, or disparity, weighted average of the individual sources [37, 47, 63] or a series of threshold filters [4, 33, 81] . Often such filters etc. The compatibility between widely separated matches cannot be computed or is unreliable (as in the case of are deeply embedded within the search algorithm where they are used both to reject incompatible matches and relative position). Where mappings are selected as mutually compatible n-tuples of matches, the sparsity of binary conguide the order in which n-tuples are constructed; e.g., neighboring matches identified using connectivity relations straints may well lead to poor matching results as much of the constraint information is ambiguous. Constraint are visited first.
Boyer and Kak combine different sources of compatibil-propagation, introduced by [33] , is a method allowing known compatibility values to improve unreliable compatiity using conditional probabilities [11] . They experimentally determined functions measuring the probability of a bility data.
Having computed the set of relational compatibilities, relational attribute value in one image given some relational value in the other. These conditional probability the following propagation rule is employed: Two matches Ͳ i and Ͳ j are compatible if a further match Ͳ k can be found The result of the above algorithm is a new set of continuously valued compatibilities. These may be thresholded such that Ͳ k is compatible with both Ͳ i and Ͳ j . This step is crucial to the success of the maximal clique finding ap-to produce a set of boolean compatibilities from which maximally connected match nodes may be extracted. Note proach to matching employed by [33] .
A more formal approach based on relaxation labeling that in such a strategy, the role of the unary constraints is restricted to identifying the set of candidate matches and has been suggested by [37] . Links are considered as nodes in the relaxation graph. Each such node has two possible plays no part in the constraint propagation. labels: compatible and incompatible, each of which has an associated probability. Support measures for each label
METHODS OF OPTIMIZATION
are constructed based on allowable compatibility configuHaving identified various ''sources of knowledge'' such rations between triplets of matches-see Fig. 3 . A higher as unary and binary match relations, these constraints must order implementation of the relaxation algorithm [35] is be embodied within some search algorithm to extract a employed to iteratively update all the compatibility values.
final set of matches: a method of optimization. There are two major components to any such method. First, some criterion must be defined which can select and distinguish between correct and incorrect sets of matches, i.e., define an optimization functional measuring the merit of alternative mappings. Second, the method requires an algorithm to explore the search space. The simplest method for identifying matches is merely to test the similarity of the attributes of the matched tokens, and accept the match if the similarity probability is greater than some threshold. Invoking the uniqueness constraint maximal cliques [33] . In the second approach, probability values assigned to each match are iteratively updated by would guarantee that any token belongs to one match pair. The more complex the token, the greater the likelihood allowing either all or only neighboring matches to support or inhibit match probability. that this method will be able to discriminate true matches from false matches. Matches may be tested by comparing every pair of image tokens and has therefore a O(N 2 ) time Matching as Graph Isomorphism complexity where N is the number of tokens in each image. A more efficient variant of this search method requires A graph structure may be built from the tokens in each image in which nodes represent individual image tokens, the repeated sorting of subsets of tokens based on their attribute values [27] .
and links are established to encode topological or spatial structure between tokens. More than one descriptive link However, since tokens rarely contain sufficiently unique sets of attributes, a simple comparison strategy is unlikely between nodes may be added. Moreover, N-ary relations may be established between n-tuples of nodes, e.g., all two to lead to a unique correspondence for every image token, particularly for less complex features. Edge points resulting dimensional lines which are parallel with each other. Such graphs are usually referred to as relational or attributed from some edge detection process are likely to have many alternative match hypotheses surviving the similarity and graphs, or relational structures [20, 41, 75] .
There are a number of different formal definitions of geometric constraint tests. Should the geometric transformation between views be unknown and the epipolar con-relational graphs. Generally, however, a graph is a set of nodes where each node represents a scene or model event. straint, therefore, be undefinable, the number of match hypotheses per token is likely to rise sharply. Tokens with Each node may be attributed by token measures such as length. Relations (often binary) are defined as sets of nodes richer attribute descriptions such as the line segment are likely to have fewer alternative match hypotheses.
representing sets of image tokens sharing some property (ideally invariant to changes in viewpoint). Relations may For this reason, compatibility constraints are invoked in an attempt to obtain unambiguous matches. Such match also be attributed by measurements. The order of a relation is defined as the cardinality of the set of nodes, and a single information dramatically increases the complexity of the matching algorithm as n-tuples of compatible matches must node may belong to different relations of different order.
Such graphs have been employed for a number of applicanow be located. Exhaustively searching for all such n-tuples is computationally prohibitive in most stereo applications tions: model matching [1, 20, 25, 44, 74] ; image registration [17] ; stereoscopic correspondence [11, 69] . even when restricted to binary sources of compatibility. Since matches are not restricted to unique one-to-one map-
The mapping of all nodes of one graph onto all nodes of a second is known as isomorphism if the relations between pings, there are theoretically M tuples possible n-tuple subsets of this set where nodes are preserved by the mapping. In the above applications, however, the number of nodes in each graph are rarely equal. In object recognition, for example, tokens
present in the model may be missing due to occlusion, or fragmented during segmentation. In this case, the image graph is a ''subgraph'' of the model graph, and the operawhere N Ͳ is the number of matches. This represents an upper limit on the size of the search problem as, in practice, tion of locating the mapping of this subgraph onto the model graph is known as subgraph isomorphism or inexact some constraint on the size of the n-tuples is possible since few tokens will appear in more than one match, and, usu-matching [74] . In correspondence problems such as stereo or registration, both graphs are likely to be incomplete, and ally, a majority of the tokens in each image are matchable. Even so, the search space is still very large.
double subgraph isomorphism is the operation of locating a mapping from one image subgraph to a subgraph in Selecting the correct n-tuple of matches among many competing solutions is far from straightforward. A formal the second.
Locating the correct mapping is, in general, an extremely and commonly used approach for selecting the correct mapping is to cast the matching process as an optimization expensive procedure for large graphs, as it involves the comparison of all n-tuples of nodes from each graph. Moreproblem in which both unary and binary match information may be encoded. This stage of the match algorithm we over, determining which is the best mapping will depend on the definition of some graph distance measure. Sanfeliu term the method of optimization. In all matching methods there is an implied if not explicit matching functional. Once and Fu [72] developed a relational distance measure for graphs based on the number of operations required to such a functional is defined, there are two basic approaches to locating the match solution. In the first, recursive graph transform an input graph to a reference or model graph.
An alternative and more attractive distance measure (the search techniques are used to locate likely n-tuples of matches which may then be tested against the explicit or structural error) was defined by Shapiro and Haralick [76] .
This sums the cardinality of relations which have not been implicit functional. Examples include graph search [11] and successfully mapped into the second graph. However, the A graph search method employed to match line segments without any knowledge of the inter-camera geomemost intuitive and frequently used distance measure was introduced by Davis [20] . The total error may be defined as try was suggested in [11] . In order to restrict initial breadth of the tree, each layer in the generated interpretation tree the sum of node and link attribute differences. In addition, penalties are added for unmatched nodes in each graph. was based on left-hand tokens, ordered on the (increasing) cardinality of the set of associated match candidates. InhibThe correct mapping is therefore taken as that mapping which minimizes this distance measure. In fact, variations itory binary constraints included uniqueness, a threshold on the number of null matches, and continuity and relative on this formulation have been used repeatedly in graph applications [11, 29, 44] .
positioning constraints which terminated search branches when violated. In practice, however, the binary relations Having defined a cost function or graph measure, it is necessary to locate the mapping giving the minimum dis-are insufficient to restrict the interpretation tree to a computationally feasible size. Improvements have been retance. The most commonly reported algorithms are based on recursive graph search methods which explore all or a ported by making use of seeds [80] . A set of reliable seed matches of some minimum size is extracted. Each match subset of the potential mappings between the two image graphs [7] . These techniques have been used extensively is fully consistent with every other match in the set. New matches which are consistent with this seed set are added in object recognition strategies to locate the appropriate model-feature correspondence [25, 30, 61] . These methods using a graph search algorithm which guides the building of the interpretation tree using token continuity information. construct interpretation trees whose root-to-branch paths represent all possible interpretations of the corresponAn alternative approach to establishing isomorphism between image graphs is to extract connected cliques of dence problem. For the nodes belonging to each path, a cost may be computed from the appropriately defined func-nodes from a match graph where nodes are created for candidate matches and links between nodes for each pair tional.
A more efficient generation of feasible paths may be of compatible matches. The simplest algorithm based on this approach is that of Ayache [3] . Ayache constructed effected by terminating branches which either contain incompatible nodes (i.e., a compatibility term C(Ͳ n , Ͳ m ) ϭ an ''-continuous graph'' where graph nodes are established for each potential match between pairs of 2D line Ϫȍ) or whose current total functional value falls below an appropriately chosen threshold. Provided a rich set of segments. Each node represents, therefore, a potential 3D line, and links are established between two nodes if the inhibitory binary constraints can be supplied (i.e., terms which return a large negative value when violated), then 3D line they represent are connected in 3D. Propagation stages are used to build the 3D-connected graph, and locate the initially large set of interpretation branches can be quickly pruned down. Note, however, that such an ap-connected-component cliques with it. The largest cliques which do not violate a uniqueness constraint are retained proach will depend to a large extent on the order in which the nodes are selected. Typically in object recognition im-as the correct correspondence. Vergnet et al. [81] extended the basic algorithm with an additional within-object conplementations, the number of initial branches in the graph increases very quickly. However, as the depth of the node straint which selects cliques with the largest number of internal 3D connection links. within the tree increases, the binary relations very rapidly reduce the number of feasible solutions (see Fig. 4, [62] ).
An elegant variation based on this match graph ap- proach
of match constraints. Links are established between constraint on the likelihood of a possible match as was discussed in Section 3. In general, the position of one token match nodes if the tokens in both images are collinear or 2D -connected, or are related by the same Left -of or Right -in an image restricts the possible positions of the corresponding token in a second image provided some informaof topological compatibility constraint. The resultant association graph (introduced in [1] ) is usually very sparse; i.e., tion about the geometry between the two camera viewpoints is known. A general expression for this information the proportion of links positively identified as compatible or incompatible is very low. Section 4 reviewed their heuris-which may be incorporated into the cost function can be written as tic propagation method which allowed the state of all unassigned links to be inferred based on neighboring established links: the compatibility relationship between every
match should now have been recovered. Compatible links should now exist between every correctly matched node in When matching edge points, for any left image edge point, the graph. Thus, the correspondence may now be extracted the position of a corresponding edge point in the right using a maximal clique finding method [10, 13] . (A maximal image is restricted to the epipolar line. Thus the function clique is the largest set of nodes in which each node is f g (u i , uЈ i ) could be developed to capture the perpendicular connected to every other node in the set.) These cliques distance between the right edge and an epipolar line. Alterare ordered using a token similarity metric, and the best native functions which encode this geometric constraint chosen as the final correspondence. The method is im-may be developed for any token type. portant for a number of reasons. First, the association Provided the viewpoints are not highly dissimilar, token graph appears to be an effective method of encoding local attributes such as those based on gray level measurements binary constraint. Second, it copes naturally with problems may remain similar for corresponding tokens. Under this such as null mapping (the absence of a homolog for a assumption, a similarity term S(Ͳ i ) may be computed from feature), segmentation errors, and occlusion. Finally, as disparities in token attributes. This information is also indiscussed earlier in this work, the method includes the corporated within the cost function using a similarity term novel concept of propagating local compatibility informa-of a form similar to that of Eq. (2). tion to unestablished links in the network.
Locating consistent matches using a recursive graph
search method such as maximal clique finding is a computationally demanding task. A common modification is to Compatibility constraints attempt to employ structural remove matches from the pool once they have been associor topological information from surrounding image tokens ated with any maximal clique. This has the advantage of to support or inhibit candidate matches. This type of infordramatically speeding up the procedure and producing mation is particularly vital in match systems where there nonoverlapping cliques. The outcome, however, is heavily are a considerable number of competing matches. These dependent on the order in which matches are selected.
constraints may be formulated as compatibility terms C(Ͳ i , Therefore, nodes must be ordered to allow the most reli-Ͳ j ) as discussed in Section 4. A variety of such compatibility able matches to guide the creation of maximal cliques.
(or binary) constraints may be combined to produce a Similar approaches including prior ordering have been single compatibility measure between pairs of match toadopted in [39, 42, 47] .
kens. Horaud and Skordas [33] employed a heuristic approach combining such information using a series of filters.
Matching within an Optimization Framework
A more common approach is closer to using the weighted averages as suggested in Section 4. The influence of each Optimization has been used extensively in stereopsis. It component is experimentally derived from pre-classified provides an attractive basis for motivating the selection of data, the required correspondences. A cost function may be defined which captures matching information from a wide
variety of sources. Comparison of the attributes of match candidate tokens is a commonly used source which supports correspondence between similar tokens. Geometric where N c is the number of compatibility match constraints used, and ⍀ c is a weights vector satisfying the condition constraints such as the epipolar constraint for image points quantify the compatibility of candidate match token posi-͉⍀ c ͉ ϭ 1 which modifies the relative influence of each compatibility constraint on the solution. In methods where tions. Finally, information supporting a candidate match derived from other candidate matches, i.e., compatibility, recursive graph search techniques are used to locate optima, testing for C(Ͳ i , Ͳ j ) ϭ Ϫȍ terms (e.g., uniqueness) must be encoded.
is useful as it allows the current search path to be termi-The direct method of solving for p by setting the derivatives of E(p) with respect to each component of p to zero relies nated immediately.
The above unary and binary terms may be combined to on finding the inverse of Q. Unfortunately, in most stereo systems only compatibility terms between ''neighboring'' produce a single cost function in a variety of ways. The most common formulation derives directly from a rela-token matches are known. Even when compatibility terms between every match can be established, they are usually tional graph distance defined by Davis [20] : the distance associated with a mapping M between any two image rela-weak and less accurate for widely separated matches. The resultant rank of Q is effectively too small to allow invertional graphs (constructed from attributed tokens and the attributed binary relations) is defined as the sum of the sion necessitating more complex search methods. There usually fall into two categories: recursive graph search attribute differences between the attributes of mapped nodes and relations. This is equivalent to maximizing a methods search in a constrained manner for all n-tuples of potential matches, while continuous search methods locate functional whose terms measure the similarity, geometric, and relational consistency of tokens mapped onto each minima in the N Ͳ -dimensional probability space P using gradient-descent methods. other under the mapping M. Thus for the set of N Ͳ candidate matches M Ͳ , the correct matches may be derived from the set of match probabilities.
Pruning the Match Pool Size
Candidate match pairs may be eliminated from the
(10) match pool if, on comparison of their attributes, they prove to be too dissimilar. Since this information is involved which maximizes the functional in determining the match cost function, this technique is equivalent to investigating the contribution that this match makes to the total functional. Where this contribution is
estimated to be too small, then the match is removed from the match pool. This procedure may be repeated for the geometric constraint term. Those matches which violate
the geometric constraint are also removed from the match pool. The main problem, therefore, is to determine a suitable match threshold such that when Note that this formulation differs from the original [20] in that it does not include a penalty term for unmatched
nodes. The weights Ͱ s , Ͱ g , and Ͱ c are used to modified the similarity, geometric, and compatibility constraints on the solution. The solution must lie in N Ͳ -dimensional search the ith match candidate is removed from the match pool. space P ϭ ͕ p(Ͳ 1 ) ϫ и и и ϫ p(Ͳ N Ͳ )͖. This formulation is The choice of this threshold involves a trade off between essentially similar to a number of other optimization func-size of match graph and the number of correct matches tionals defined within the literature [20, 29, 44, 47, 49, 78] . rejected. This may be illustrated by the graphs shown in Equation (11) may be rewritten in a vector-matrix form Fig. 5 generated for a typical line segment matching scheme. In the first, the percentage of correct matches
located (100% at ϭ 0) is plotted against the threshold value, while the second plots the size of the match graph where p represents a point in the search space P and v is against threshold. In general, all such graphs for any stereo vector containing the unary terms v ϭ Ͱ s (S(Ͳ 1 ), S(Ͳ 2 ), . . . pair display similar profiles, each with a knee type structure. , S(Ͳ N Ͳ )) ϩ Ͱ g (G(Ͳ 1 ), G(Ͳ 2 ), . . . , G(Ͳ N Ͳ )). The symmetric Clearly, in order to maximize match accuracy while reducmatrix Q (i.e., C(Ͳ i , Ͳ j ) ϭ C(Ͳ j , Ͳ i ) stores the compatibil-ing computation, the threshold value should ideally be ity terms placed above the knee of the graph size plot and below the knee of the match accuracy plot. Q ϭ Ͱ c An interesting extension to the above unary constraint data was introduced in [17] . Here, extended star structures centered at each token in an image are extracted from the neighboring tokens. Each star structure is formed from a token and all its neighboring tokens (as well as the binary 0, registration problems, Cheng and Huang [17] have shown represent the compatibility links in the association graph, are defined as how these complex structures may be used to compute initial estimates of inter-camera transformation. These may then be used to establish compatibility relations CЈ(Ͳ i , Ͳ j ) between matches with consistent transformation estimates. ϭ
, linked nodes i and j
Ϫȍ otherwise, i.e., no link.
Maximal Clique Finding
Thus, the basis of this method is to approximate the full Having established nodes in a match graph for each cost function of Eq. (11) with a functional based on binarycandidate graph, a pairwise procedure may be used to valued compatibility terms and containing no unary terms. establish links between compatible nodes. Nodes are comHaving found the set of local maxima, Horaud and Skordas patible if the compatibility term C(Ͳ i , Ͳ j ) between the [33] selected the final match set by evaluating each of the matches is larger than some threshold C . This connected maxima locations (corners in the hypercube solution space graph must now be divided up into mutually compatible P ) against a second merit function based solely on similarsubsets of nodes of the largest size: maximal cliques. This ity components. In [37] the final solution was selected by division may be achieved using maximal clique finding, a evaluating the full cost function of Eq. (11) at these local recursive graph search method [1] . Maximal clique finding maxima positions. has been implemented in several correspondence algoMaximal clique finding algorithms are essentially implerithms [33, 55, 66] .
mented as recursive graph search methods and as such Maximal clique finding methods may be related to the they suffer the same computational expense of all such optimization framework. Locating the maximal cliques in graph operations. These methods are in fact known to be an association graph is equivalent to locating local maxima NP-complete problems and demand an exponential growth in the following cost function defined solely over binaryin computing time as the number of association graph valued compatibility terms: nodes increases. In complicated scenes there is no obvious way of restricting the number of nodes other than by breaking an image into subimages, the approach taken in [33] .
(15) Figure 6 illustrates the exponential growth in computation time required to find all maximal cliques in association graphs of increasing node size (33% of the possible links are added randomly). Should some of the nodes in the These binary-valued compatibility terms CЈ(Ͳ i , Ͳ j ), which solution clique be known prior to clique finding, then the Despite the considerable increase in efficiency, this approach is highly dependent on extracting reliable seed algorithm speed is dramatically improved. Figure 6 illustrates the speed improvement available for different sizes matches (or kernel). The methods in [4, 47, 55 ] select a small subset of nodes from the match pool and extract the of known nodes. Methods of locating such initial seeds to take advantage of this improvement were reviewed above. largest set of mutually consistent matches as the initial seed.
Using Initial Seed Matches
Dynamic Programming This approach based on seeds has been used frequently in other feature correspondence algorithms [4, 15, 47, 55, In edge-based stereo implementations, the ordering constraint can be invoked to restrict the order in which corre-66, 80]. The method is particularly effective as it is equivalent to starting the search at a deep level in the interpreta-sponding edge tokens may occur on matching epipolars.
By ignoring continuity data, each pair of epipolars (or tion tree beyond the stage where large number of feasible branches exist at the initial levels. When viewed from an rasters when the optical axes are parallel) may be matched independently of other rasters. Thus by imposing the oroptimization framework, this method reduces the dimensionality of the search space P . Moreover, the compatibil-dering constraint, the likelihood of one match between the epipolars is related only to the preceding set of matches. ity data between seed and candidate matches also provides considerable constraint on the updating direction of any These conditions are ideally suited to the optimization search method of dynamic programming (DP.) Most imgradient descent method.
The Kernel Matching method [55] located seeds as mutu-plementations use the technique to optimize a match functional [6, 50, 64] . In these examples, the function being ally compatible matches from the set of most reliable candidate matches, i.e., those with a very high degree of similar-optimized is based on the sum of match (dis)similarities.
The correspondences for each pair of epipolars is merely ity. Alternatively, seeds may be derived from matches of more complex features in the scene, e.g., line match seeds that set of matches which produces a maximum in the similarity function. However, the inclusion of ordering, from matches between quadrilaterals [38].
uniqueness, disparity gradient, or continuity binary con-sources of knowledge, respectively. The compatibility or relational data is derived from continously valued rigidity straints is equivalent to optimizing a functional of the same form as Eq. (11) . The binary term does not contribute constraints. All these constraints are combined within a probabilistic scheme using (trained) conditional probabiliwhen two matches are consistent but drives the functional sharply negative when violated thus eliminating the ties which contain information about the expected distortion of the unary and compatibility constraints between search branch.
Dynamic programming techniques cannot be easily ex-viewpoints. Various pruning operators are used within a recursive search method to locate n-tuples of matches tended to allow neighboring epipolars to influence each other using vertical continuity. Lloyd et al. [50] employed which optimize the functional. Branches in the interpretation tree may be pruned if they contain incompatible nodes a relaxation post-processing stage. Each raster is defined as a node, and the best n alternative correspondences pro-or where the current functional value falls below an appropriately chosen threshold. Despite the formal basis, the duced by the DP stage are used as a label set for that node. Compatibility support functions based on edge continuity method is essentially typical of recursive graph search methods optimizing a match functional. Moreover, the riwere used to iteratively update probability assignments for each correspondence label.
gidity constraints employed assume that the viewpoints are not too dissimilar. Dynamic programming based on the ordering constraint has also been applied to the matching of line segments Gradient Descent Procedures [45] . In the line parameter (, ) space, points represent instances of lines in the image. Using the assumption that
Methods of optimization usually fall into two categories: image projections of 3D lines have similar orientations, recursive graph search methods search in a constrained spatially ordered occurrences of 2D nearly parallel lines manner for all n-tuples of potential matches, while continuin the left image are mapped onto ordered 2D nearly paral-ous search methods locate minima in the N Ͳ -dimensional lel lines in the right image.
probability space P using gradient-descent type methods. The simplest probability space search method is the direct gradient descent approach which updates the current probExamples of Optimization Functionals ability by iteratively moving in a direction given by the Lloyd [49] and Trivedi [78] are two examples of the steepest descent. For the optimization functional given by optimization approach where a match function is defined Eq. (12), the gradient direction ٌE(p) is a vector in P in terms of binary constraints only. Trivedi's method is given by computing the partial derivatives of E(p) with based on the simple observation that the correct correspon-respect to each probability term in the vector p. dence ''must generally map a set of neighbouring points Updated probabilities must however be constrained to in one image onto another set of neighbouring points in lie within the probability solution space. A feasible solution the other image.'' A local boolean neighborhood function space P Ј may be defined as the hypercube of unit width is used to identify pairs of matches whose tokens are in P whose vertices represent all possible unambiguous ''neighbors'' in both images. The 3D point positions are match assignments. then computed for each match, and a binary constraint relation established between the pair of matches if these
points are also ''neighbors'' in 3D space. A match cost function is then defined as a sum of these relations. Trivedi Ideally, features within one image are required to match notes the similarity of this formulation to physical coopera-uniquely with features in a second. Let a match Ͳ be contive systems such as lattice gases. Drawing on extensive structed from the image tokens and Ј from the first and knowledge from this domain, he uses the technique of second image, respectively. While M Ͳ denotes the set of simulated annealing to perform the optimization.
all matches, the match sets M and M Ј represent the set Lloyd's cost function is essentially identical. However, of competing matches containing the image tokens and instead of the neighborhood constraint, relations are estab-Ј, respectively. Then, two further conditions on the optilished between pairs of matches whose constituent edge mization may be defined as points satisfy the disparity gradient limit. A constrained gradient descent approach is used to optimize the function.
While this is guaranteed to converge, there is little guarantee that it will find the optimal solution.
A more formal attempt to combine both unary and com-
patibility constraints within a single function has been given by Boyer and Kak [11] . They defined interprimitive distance and relational inconsistency measures to capture both these Incorporating this last pair of constraints is problematic as it is common for tokens within images to be either missing the current probabilities are updated by the following update rule which simultaneously enforces the constraint or fragmented. In the case of missing tokens, null matches must be provided if these constraints are to be used. More-given by Eq. (18): over if a token from one image is required to match two or more subparts in a second image, then this constraint
unfortunately makes unambiguous match assignments of the form p(Ͳ) ϭ 0 or p(Ͳ) ϭ 1 impossible. However, Lloyd [49] was able to combine similar constraints within a gradi-A variety of different updating rules (optimisation schemes) have been suggested which largely rely on apent descent method to establish the best correspondences in an edge point based stereopsis problem. Rather than proximating the gradient direction ٌE of the above functional at the current probability values [48, 70] . A more the steepest slope direction, an update direction ⌬p was chosen such that p ϩ ⌬p remained within a feasible proba-principled method [35] computes and then modifies this gradient direction such that the new probabilities satisfy bility space. This restricted solution space is derived from the usage of a single uniqueness constraint, i.e., Eq. (18) . the feasible space constraints defined in Eqs. (17) and (18) .
Note that by combining Eq. (20) with Eq. (21), an optimizaThe method relied on a convex optimization function over the feasible space. Initial probabilities were assigned heu-tion functional of a similar form to Eq. (11) is recovered without the unary match terms. These unary terms are ristically.
usually used to compute initial match probabilities to initiRelaxation, Cooperation, and Consistent Labeling ate the iterative optimization method. Applied to stereopsis, relaxation provides a mechanism Relaxation or consistent labeling methods have often for propagating local binary constraints and unary match been employed to solve correspondence problems whether information to neighboring matches to enhance or inhibit in stereo, image registration or object recognition [20, 36, match probabilities. This is particularly important in cases 41, 44, 50, 55] . The classical relaxation definitions were where the compatibility information is very sparse and introduced by Rosenfeld et al. [70] . Relaxation labeling local in scope. A measure of support from neighboring provides a way of assigning labels to nodes taking into matches is computed from the compatibility relations, and account the total evidence provided by the contextural used to modify the match probability. In applying what he information conveyed by labeled neighboring nodes. In termed cooperative processes to edge point stereopsis, terms of stereopsis, nodes are usually tokens from one Marr [53] employed a compatibility support function based image ʦ ⌽ , and labels are tokens taken from the second on a continuity which assumed that neighboring matches image Ј ʦ ⌽Ј . The contextual information is encoded as should have similar disparities. The same approach has binary constraints between labeled nodes. The work of been applied to other features such as points of interest [8] [ 35] has shown that where binary constraints between (extracted by the Moravec operator [60] ) and color tokens matches are symmetrical, the method may be reformulated [12] . In [40] and [50] similar procedures were developed as an optimization problem. They have shown that the which encoded into their support functions the assumption above relaxation updating rule [70] may be viewed as a that neighboring boundary edge points should have similar method of optimizing an average local consistency func-disparities. In contrast, [65] and [67] employed an alternational tive continuity constraint, the disparity gradient limit. Unlike the similar disparity constraint of [53] and [56], the Relaxation processes can also be applied to more complex tokens such as line segments often using continuity where q(Ͳ i ), which measures the total support for the constraints. Medioni and Nevatia [56] employed the similar match Ͳ i lent by all neighboring nodes, is defined as disparity constraint suitably modified for line segments, while [36] used the 2D connectivity of image tokens. q
It is possible, because of object occlusion and errors in the segmentation process, that a correct match does not exist in the set of candidate matches of a visible token. The role of rejecting the resultant false matches falls to the The contextual information (or compatibility support coefficient) r(Ͳ i , Ͳ j ) conveyed by the label i Ј at node i about binary constraint data. In any matching algorithm where all candidate matches are considered as individual nodes, false label j Ј at node j can be derived from the binary match constraints. Note that the iteration number for this iterative matches are detected as nodes of high incompatibility with respect to the correct matches. However in the standard procedure is denoted by use of the superscripts t and t ϩ 1. In the classical Rosenfeld, Hummel, and Zucker method, relaxation approaches to stereopsis where tokens from one image are considered as nodes and tokens from the second Thus the stable state of the network (i.e., the resultant node potentials at convergence) is equivalent to the maximum of are possible labels, it is possible for a node token to have no correct match label. In order to prevent the consequent the match cost function of Eq. (11) . The neural net, therefore, appears an ideal method of optimizing our cost funcselection of a false match due to the requirement that the sum of label probabilities must equal unity, relaxation tion subject to the feasibility space constraint of Eq. (17) .
Note, however, that just as the more general optimization algorithms are complicated by the necessity of adding null labels. The often heuristic task of initializing and incorpo-scheme may define a cost function with more than one local minima, the network too contains more than one rating these null tokens within the updating process can be tackled in principled manner [18] . stable state (or memory), and that the initial potentials I i determine the resultant stable state. The above probability constraint employed within relaxation methods also creates problems with fragmented to-
The Hopfield net implementation of the quadratic optimization problem has two main attractions. It is a highly kens. If a line segment node has two different labels representing fragmented parts of a common line, then the match parallel technique and has the advantage of restricting the range of voltage values and hence probability values. probabilities for each fragment cannot rise above 0.5 without suppressing one of the fragment matches. However, Axiomatic properties of probability may be included. For example, Nasrabadi and Choo [63] added the requirement matching algorithms employing nodes for each candidate match cope naturally with both of the above problems that the sum of match probabilities associated with each left image feature must be unity. (e.g., the yes/no relaxation labeling scheme of [9] or a graph search based method [33]).
HIERARCHICAL STEREOPSIS Optimization using Neural Nets
Neural net methods have been successfully applied to an
Locating the best correspondence of image tokens is increasing range of visual computing applications including a computationally expensive operation. The concept of optimization methods [44, 59] . A neural net consists of a hierarchy provides an efficient alternative to exhaustive large number of neurons where each neuron has an exter-search methods. For example, Lim and Binford [46] denal input and is connected via excitory and inhibitory con-scribe an image hierarchy of body, surface, junction, curve, nections to neighboring (or all other) neurons. In our prob-and edge tokens related by part -of binary relationships. lem, each potential match pair may be viewed as such a Matching is performed at each level in the hierarchy conneuron. A steady state external input potential for each secutively from the top down. The main advantage is the neuron may be derived from the match similarity and geo-significant computational savings resulting from the remetric constraints. Each neuron is connected to other duced search space derived from higher level matches. The match neurons by an interconnection potential whose strictness of the hierarchy means that matching at lower strength is related to the inter-match compatibility. levels is heavily dependent on establishing the whole hierModels describing the behavior of the Hopfield neural archy correctly. Furthermore, the higher level tokens (bodnet have been well established [31, 32] . When the network ies and surfaces) are not only difficult to define generally, has symmetric interconnection signals, it has been shown but will be extremely difficult to extract robustly in anyto converge to stable output states. It is this stable behavior thing other than well-lit polyhedral type scenes. (and hence the network's ability to capture memories) that
In general, the more complex the feature, the more delies behind the method's success. Hopfield [31] shows that scriptive are its attributes, and, often, the smaller the numthe network converges to stable states which are local ber of occurrences at higher levels in the hierarchy. Thus minima in the function complex tokens are more likely to produce the correct matches from the comparison of their attributes, and be-
(23) cause of the hierarchical relationships, high level matches provide considerable constraint on the possible matches Note that the form of this function is identical to the cost of lower level tokens. This is likely to reduce the search function of Eq. (11) where the constrained neuron voltage space quite considerably. We term this source of informa-V i represents the match probability, the input current I i is tion hierarchical constraint. Complex or high level image equivalent to the unary terms of Eq. (11), and the intercon-tokens such as rectangles [59] , regions [16, 27] , contours nection impedance T ij is equivalent to the compatibility [28] , and ribbons [59] are all examples of tokens which terms as defined in Eq. (4):
have been used to improve the success and robustness of correspondence.
References [68] and [58] both describe match methods based on attribute comparison applied to realizable hierar-
chical features extracted as perceptual groups of line seg-Including Hierarchy into the Cost Functions ments. Sander et al. [71] applied the approach to a hierarIn a hierarchical scheme, the matching process between chy of greylevel regions. In [19] a more sophisticated images is usually performed at each level in the hierarchy hierarchy is described based on contours and complex 'rib-independently. In order to allow the more robust matching bon' structures. Hierarchical constraints are imposed by at higher levels to constrain the matching at lower levels, requiring that the subcomponents of any two tokens being match information must be propagated down the hierarmatched are also matched. Consistent sets of matches are chy. While this can be implemented using thresholding identified using a discrete relaxation process. Xie and filters, a more formal approach would be to modify the Thonnat [82] describe another cooperative algorithm match functional E to allow the inclusion of hierarchical where the matching of contour chains is used to constrain constraint [38] . If ⌫ is a particular match from the set of the matching of contour points. This limited and closely high level matches M ⌫ , the following hierarchical unary related hierarchy appears to perform well.
constraint term (unary in terms of low level matches) may A region, edge, and line scheme has been implemented be added to the functional for each match Ͳ in [52] : the multi-primitive hierarchy. The complementary aspects of region and edge primitives appear to provide
considerable match constraint. The work contains a discussion of the different types of hierarchical constraint available. They have identified four main ''spatial'' and ''dis-where p(⌫) is the probability of a high level match. The parity'' hierarchical constraints: inheritance, relational, in-binary term C H (⌫, Ͳ) measures hierarchical compatibility terval, and disparity.
of the low level match Ͳ with the high level match ⌫. Such a term may be formulated in a similar manner to the constraint term of Eq.
(4) Unary Constraints used in Hierarchical Matching
In addition to richer attribute sets leading to improved C H (⌫, Ͳ) match accuracy, highly effective match pruning operators may be constructed from the geometrical unary constraints of the lower level tokens to which complex tokens are ϭ
related by inheritance (i.e., part -of) relationships. For example, a quadrilateral is constructed from four line segments. The symmetry axes and the center-point may be where the match ⌫ relates two high level tokens ⌳ and ⌳Ј used as to derive linear and point based geometric confrom the left and right image, Ͳ relates low level tokens straints, respectively (see Section 3). The effectiveness of and Ј from the left and right image, and high level unary constraint information may be illustrated using results generated from a hierarchical scheme imple-H(⌳, ) ϭ mented by the author [37, 38] . Similarity and geometric constraints are derived for line segments and quadrilateral ͭ true, if ⌳ and are hierarchically related false, else (27) tokens by combining the information to produce a single cost term using a weighted average. The match results are presented in Fig. 7 . The number of possible correct matches determines whether two tokens are hierarchically related. between the left and right images is calculated by hand.
Typically, such a hierarchical constraint would be based The table entries giving both the number of candidate on simple part -of hierarchical relationships. However more matches and the percentage of correct matches among complicated relations may be defined [52] . For example, these candidates measure the effectiveness of the pruning in Fig. 8a 8b (indicated by the dotted and arrowed lines) are obviAs can be seen in the table of Fig. 7 , the more complex ously now inconsistent with the higher level match. quadrilateral feature has far fewer candidate matches, and has rejected no correct matches. In addition, the fact that Hierarchical Feature Foci there are far fewer features means the matching process is far quicker. However, as discussed later, the extraction As described in Section 5, seeding is a method for restricting the search space and constraining the solution of complex features represents a considerable computational burden.
using a set of highly reliable matches as an initial seed in any recursive graph search algorithm or for generating a simultaneously. Such a simultaneous hierarchical strategy may be facilitated by creating a single match graph of all set of initial match probabilties in any optimization or relaxation method. Any large seed dramatically increases possible matches from all levels in the hierarchy [34, 57] .
Each node of such an integrated graph will have a node the speed of the optimization procedure. (See, for example, the performance experiment performed using the maximal score computed from the geometric and similarity constraints relevant to the type of match. Compatibility meaclique finding method in Section 5.) Low level seed matches may be derived from high level matches. For example, sures between matches of the same type are computed as before from the relevant binary constraints. However, large numbers of line segment matches are derived from quadrilateral matches [38] .
compatibility links between nodes representing matches from different levels of the hierarchy must be derived from hierarchical compatibility terms of the form given by Eq. Simultaneous Hierarchical Matching (26) . In such a structure, matches at any level in the hierarchy may be supported or inhibited hierarchically by nodes In the hierarchical stereo systems described so far, matching is to be performed independently at each level at other levels, as well as structurally by matches within the same level. in the hierarchy from the top down. Match information extracted from each level may be propagated to lower
Matching at all levels in the hierarchy may now be performed as before, by partitioning this new extended match levels to guide the match process. An alternative strategy, however, may be to allow match information from any level graph to locate the subgraph with the largest sum of node and link weights, i.e., optimization. By combining the optiinfluence the match process at other hierarchical levels. In order to do this we must match tokens at each level mization functional of Eq. (11) The most recent review of the field of stereopsis [22] briefly surveyed the more well known methods and some of the most common constraints. However, this review Thus as before, simultaneous stereo matching may be did not establish any framework in which the myriad of solved by locating the n-tuple of matches which optimize contributions to this field may be located and compared. this extended optimization functional. Note that the hierar-There are three distinctive and independent aspects of chical terms may be updated to include topological con-stereoscopic (or image sequence) correspondence prostraints relating tokens from different levels. Presently cesses: token type, sources of constraint, and method of these encode only part -of (or inheritance [52] ) type hierar-optimization. With this type of approach to reviewing the chical constraint. While this approach has the advantage field it is now possible to assess, compare, and, perhaps, of allowing match information to be propagated up the experimentally evaluate the contributions made by any hierarchy, its main disadvantage results from the increase particular researcher. in the size of the match graph and the consequent exponenSources of constraint may be termed unary, binary, or tial rise in graph search time.
N-ary depending on the number of individual candidate matches they affect. Explicit N-ary constraints are rarely The Effectiveness of Hierarchy implemented. Unary constraints may be derived from the comparison of token attributes, the geometry of the system The effectiveness of the hierarchical approach can be demonstrated with results of an experiment performed on (geometric constraints), or hierarchical information. Specific binary constraints are generally derived from four a two level hierarchy containing line segments and quadrilaterals [38] . Line segments have been extracted from the general world constraints such as uniqueness, continuity, topology, and hierarchy. For example, ordering, disparity image and grouped into quadrilateral tokens [37] . In this experiment, a heuristic graph search matching algorithm gradient, similar-disparity, and connectedness are all continuity type constraints. A useful breakdown of hierarchical was applied to each set of features independently and compared with line matching when a top-down hierarchical type constraints is given by [52] .
In general, the application of unary constraints alone is constraint strategy was included. The results are tabulated in Fig. 9 for three different stereo pairs. For each image, insufficient to establish a unique set of matches. Binary constraints, therefore, must be employed within some data from line matching without hierarchy, quadrilateral matching, and line matching with hierarchy are presented method of optimization scheme to further prune the match set. Such an explicit optimization framework has the adfor comparison. The number of possible correct matches was calculated by hand. Percentages are measured relative vantage of providing a formal framework within which match constraints may be embedded. Most methods emto the number of possible correct matches.
The following points can be derived from this data. First, ploying optimization explicitly adopt very similar quadratic functionals which can handle unary and binary data. Howcomparison of the results for independent line and quadrilateral matching (first and second columns) shows that ever a variety of minimization procedures have been adopted which either iteratively search match probability quadrilateral matching is dramatically faster and more accurate. Second, comparison of the results from independent space from local minima directly (gradient-descent, relaxation labelling, simulated annealing, etc.) or search directly and hierarchical line matching (first and third columns) illustrates that the inclusion of hierarchical information for n-tuples of matches (corners of the probability space hypercube) which minimize the functional (dynamic proincreases both speed and accuracy. The low improvements reported for the ''Scope'' image reflect the small number gramming, maximal clique finding). 
Hierarchical Constraint Information
racy of matching increases significantly at higher levels in the hierarchy. The richness of attributes and geometrical The use of hierarchical constraint information has been constraint of complex features substantially reduces the the subject of considerable interest recently in the com-degree of match ambiguity. The fact that there are usually puter vision literature [19, 34, 38, 46, 52, 58, 68, 82] . A fewer complex features in an image accounts for the inreview of the different forms of hierarchical constraint is crease in speed. Second, the matches at higher levels in given in [52] . Of these examples only Chung and Nevatia the hierarchy provide considerable match constraint on [19] and Jones and Wong [38] have formally encoded hier-the matching of the lower level features to which they are archical information within their matching algorithm using related. The increased degree of constraint and availability optimization. In addition, these methods have performed of highly reliable seed matches can give rise to substantial stereopsis at each level of the hierarchy consecutively prop-increases in computational speed. agating hierarchical match information from the top down. Only in the suggested simultaneous matching scheme described in Section 6 does information pass through the
